Printing and translation instructions for
Where children grow

Information for the translator

**Book titles**
If the book title is translated and published, please use the local titles, in italics, with the Swedish in parenthesis, e.g., for English, *Pippi Longstocking* (Pippi Långstrump). If the book is not translated, please use the Swedish title in italics and your own translation in parenthesis, e.g. *Floras kulle* (Flora’s Hill).

**Character names**
In the English version, we have used Swedish character names if no books with that character are translated, and English character names whenever there are available translations. Please follow this formula in your local language. Use character names in your local language for characters appearing in books that have been translated, and for characters in books with no translation, please use the Swedish character name. If you do not know the Swedish character name, please mark it clearly in the text or ask your contact person for help.

**Printing instruction**

Printing files will be sent from SI upon received and confirmed application form. Translation may be needed.

**Exhibition module version**
You will need to construct four exhibition modules depending on how many prints you want per module. Please look at the [exhibition overview](#).

See the exhibition module toolkit for information on how to construct the modules.

The prints to be mounted on the modules are 700x1500 mm on a 5 mm thick, matte laminated Kapa or Forex board. Forex is preferred if you are using an exhibition more than one time.

**Folder**

16 pages
A5 (148x210 mm)
4-colour print
Staple stitched

**Paper:**

Cover, 4 pages: 250-300 g (depending on paper bulk), silk or matt coated paper, neutral white.
Book block, 12 pages: 150-170 g (depending on paper bulk), silk or matt coated paper, neutral white.